ABSTRACT-Prediction and measurement of vibration power flow in structures are both important for locating vibration sources and sinks and for confirming vibration propagating paths. From the point of view of noise and vibration control in industries, the method is very important for practical reasons. Consequently, it is essential to address the state of the art of the method, its effectiveness and limitations. Vibration power flow methods or structural intensity techniques are reviewed and compared in this paper. There is a particular focus on flexural waves, but in-plane waves are also considered. Both experimental and numerical methods are put forward. Likely future trends of structural intensity are also discussed. The anticipated areas of interest include complex structures such as build-up edges, stiffeners, and modified geometry of beams and plates.
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Introduction
Basically, three types of approach have been reported for the measurement of vibration power flow: contact, non-contact, and numerical methods. Most earlier works on vibration power flow measurements, e.g. the two-transducer method (Figure 1 ), were undertaken using the contact method. Accelerometers are usually used to obtain velocity, acceleration, or displacement of vibrating bodies. The finite difference scheme is usually used to obtain spatial derivatives of measuring quantities. The measurable quantity, such as velocity or displacement, in the governing equation of power flow can be found either by near-field acoustic holography (NAH) or by an optical method (laser). In the non-contact method, there is no scope for interference of the probe with the vibrating surface to be analyzed. In addition to different measurement methods, the vibration power can also be computed numerically using the finite element method (FEM) or by statistical energy analysis (SEA).
Vibration power flow is computed from measurements using a local model, which does not need a global model with the whole structure and its boundary conditions, but far-field power flow inherently contains some limitations in selecting measurement points. The measurement points should be away from the boundaries and inhomogeneities of the plates. The effects of boundaries and inhomogeneities of the plates are called near-field effects. The near-field effects decay exponentially as a function of position and extend to a distance of approximately half the bending wavelength from the boundaries and inhomogeneities of the plates (Noiseux, 1970) . At low frequencies, the disturbing near-fields cover a large part of the plate, and valid measurements can be made in the center region only. The far-field concept also enables researchers to use two sensors to determine an intensity vector at a point in a particular direction (Figure 1) .
The structural intensity (SI) measurements offer valuable information on the strength and location of sources and transmission paths of structure-borne sound energy by plotting a vector map. These can also be useful for estimating the quantities based on the energy flow through joints and junctions. As waves propagate along practical structures, they encounter changes in structural configuration (joints and junctions). Each such discontinuity reflects the incident wave to some degree. Consequently, the propagating energy passing the discontinuity may be reduced. Measured quantities,
such as the transmission loss factor, for example, could be used for experimental validation using FEM predictions of power flow (Bauman, 1994) .
Contact Method
Most previous methods undertaken on vibration power flow (SI or vibration intensity) were related to simple structures, typically beams and thin plates in flexure. The pioneering work of Noiseux (1970) on vibration power flow deals with uniform beams and plates vibrating in flexure. The formulation of power transmission was first carried out in general-field conditions, and then simplified for far-field conditions. The far-field power estimation requires two accelerometers for the detection of vibration motion. Pavic (1976) applied more complete expressions for power flow in flexural waves and formulated a measurement method in which an eight-point transducer array (Figure 2 ) was used for quantifying the vibration conditions in plates. An expression of SI was presented as a function of temporal and higher-order spatial derivatives of displacement, which could be approximated by the use of finite difference approximation. Fahy and Pierri (1997) and Verheij (1980) replaced the direct product averaging of two signals in the time domain by the real component of its cross-spectral density functions in the frequency domain, and proposed the concept of an intensity function. In a well-documented work, Verheij (1980) described a technique for the measurement of power flow carried by flexural, longitudinal, and torsional vibration in beams and pipes. Based on known SI equations, a comprehensive set of frequency-domain expressions was derived by the frequency response approach for measurement of power flow in beams, in the general case as well as in far-field conditions (Linjama and Lahti, 1992a) . A set of expressions was initially written with a complex intensity formulation. It also included the more general four transducer method (Figure 3) , the practical application of the sequential one-transducer frequency response technique (Linjama and Lahti, 1992b) , and the determination of the force and moment related power components separately.
In an extended formulation of power flow through a rod in flexural, in-plane (longitudinal) and torsional motions, Troshin and Popkov (1993) suggested the use of strain-responding transducers supplemented with vibration transducers in order to better accommodate measurement requirements. In a paper on a comparative study of currently popular finite difference techniques, Bauman (1994) formulated a new estimation technique, which was based on a three-location measurement with a combined translation/rotational transducer. The analysis was restricted to flexural waves in onedimensional beam structures for which the Euler-Bernoulli theory could be applicable.
The first-order spatial derivatives of normal displacement can be written in terms of in-plane motion. By using this idea, Morikawa et al. (1995) proposed a SI formulation where the order of spatial derivatives was reduced from the third order to the second order. In order to calculate vibration power in flexural motion, both normal and in-plane displacements are however required. Arruda and Campos (1996) developed a new method, referred to as the "Prony method", to compute flexural power flow in beams from transverse accelerations. The method was used to estimate both the wavenumber and the flexural wave equation coefficient from overdetermined data. The Prony method uses a large number of measurements, including measurements where near-field effects are present, to yield a good estimate of the wavenumber.
Addressing another idea of spectral element (SP) for SI, Ahmida and Arruda (2000) predicted active power in Timoshenko beams. The formulation was carried out in frequency domains and proved to be very efficient in handling vibration problems at high frequency where the FEM proved to be less effective. This method can be used for semi-infinite elements, complex and large structures. Other than in simple beams, there is a need to extend SI to a more complex curved element, such as curved beams, for many practical reasons. SI expressions, due to flexural, extensional, and shear type traveling waves, were formulated in curved beams where the neutral axis formed a plane curve of constant radius of curvature (Walsh and White, 2000) . In a straight beam, flexural and extensional wave motions are uncoupled, but in a curved beam there is an interaction between lateral and longitudinal deformations. As a result, a coupled lateral-longitudinal situation is evolved. Recently, an experimental study was carried out on a mild steel curved beam (Walsh and White, 2001) . In cylindrical shells, structural waves can be decomposed into different circumferential modes. SI was carried out in elastic cylindrical shells (Pavic, 1990) and in fluid-filled and empty circular cylindrical shells (Briscoe and Pinnington, 1996; Ming et al., 2001 ). The Flugge (1973) theory is generally used to formulate the energy flow in shells.
Non-Contact Method
In the early 1980s, some alternative solutions for intensity measurement were proposed, for example, non-contact ways of detecting surface motions suitable for intensity applications. One approach was based on the concept of NAH (Maynard et al., 1985; Williams and Dardy, 1985a) . With the application of acoustic holography, SI can be obtained without the conventional use of the finite difference approximation for thin plates (Williams and Dardy, 1985b; Williams et al., 1985) and for plates and shells (Romano and Williams, 1993) . In this technique, a simple microphone or hydrophone was used to detect the acoustic pressure to a plane very close to the vibrating surface. Another method, called broad-band acoustic holography for intensity measurement (BAHIM), based on NAH, is used to measure acoustic intensity and sound pressure square for surface vibration recovery, so as to have a subsequent evaluation of vibration intensity (Pascal et al., 1990) . Pascal et al. (1990) successfully demonstrated the identification zone of vibration excitation and dissipation on a baffled plate. In an extension, Pascal et al. (1993a) illustrated holographic interfe-rometry to determine the SI in a metal plate. The sensitivity of this technique allows energy transfer information to be extracted in a field which has a very strong stationary component caused by the predominance of a resonant mode.
Another approach to non-contact measurements of vibration intensity using the optical technique is the laser vibrometer (Bokelberg et al., 1994a (Bokelberg et al., , 1994b . The development of the optical laser Doppler vibrometer offered a good alternative to ordinary transducers in intensity measurements. SI can be measured by an automated laser vibrometer in plates (Linjama, 1992; Pascal et al., 1993b) for bending waves and in beams for bending waves (McDevitt et al., 1993) and for longitudinal waves (Berthelot et al., 1993) . The two-channel laser technique can be applied to one-or two-dimensional intensity measurements, and it is not limited to single-frequency excitation, which also has an inherent capability to facilitate phase error elimination via a photodetector switching technique (McDevitt et al., 1993) . Recently, a novel three-stage experimental spatial power flow (ESPF) method was applied to a steel plate with a simply-supported boundary condition for out-of-plane waves to obtain a spatial complex-valued three-dimensional dynamics response model considering the actual boundary conditions, the structural damping mechanism, and the near-field effects. From this model, a spatial continuous power flow field can be computed using a scanning laser Doppler vibrometer (Blotter and West, 1995a , 1996 . Considering the laser vibrometer for a z-shaped beam, Freschi et al. (2000) described all types of SI components, such as bending, longitudinal, and torsional. Earlier, Arruda and Mas (1998) presented an experimental method to compute SI using spatially dense vibration data with scanning laser Doppler vibrometers. The spatial derivatives useful for SI, obtained from wavenumber-frequency domain data, were computed incorporating a two-dimensional discrete Fourier technique. In its instrumentation, a rectangular aluminum plate supported by rubber mount was used.
In-Plane Power Flow (Coupling Issue With Flexural Waves)
The measurements of bending wave power in beams and plates have great significance. This type of wave contains most of the vibration energy. This is due to the fact that the excitation causing flexural waves gives transverse displacement (out-of-plane) of points on the structures, which in turn greatly disturbs the surrounding medium, leading to increased structure-borne noise. It is therefore necessary to address the out-of-plane excitation for flexural waves. However, as in the case of longitudinal waves, displacement of a point takes place in the plane of the structures. Poisson's contraction plays a small role in producing out-of-plane disturbances, causing little disturbance to the surroundings. As such, different analysis, experiments, instrumentation and so on were undertaken concerning bending waves. So far, less effort has been given to longitudinal waves. Nilsson (1977) carried out a typical example of an analysis including out-of-plane motion only, studying a scale model of a ship structure. The calculations agreed well with experiments, suggesting that the inclusion of in-plane waves did not seem to be necessary. A similar conclusion was also reached by Gibbs and Gilford (1976) and Landmann et al. (1989) . Gibbs and Gilford (1976) showed that neglecting the in-plane waves makes very little difference between SEA predictions and experimental results within the frequency range of 400 Hz to 12.5 kHz for building structures. In the case of coupled plate structures, which are joined at an angle and on which transverse exciting forces are applied, in-plane waves come out with the flexural waves, since the incident flexural waves are partially converted to the in-plane waves at the joint part (Park et al., 2001) . At a high-frequency range, the mode of power transmission through structures by a longitudinal wave may however produce a significant value (Cuschieri and McCollum, 1996; Lyon, 1986; Bercin, 1996) . Using an energy flow method, Gibbs and Craven (1981) have shown that once a flexural wave impinges on a junction, some parts are converted into an in-plane wave and it can travel through several junctions before converting back to a bending wave. Thus, it may not be appropriate to neglect the contributions of inplane waves in an SEA model. Measuring bending wave power flow in a beam that has a significant level of longitudinal wave flow can provide inaccurate results, particularly with techniques using measurements on only one side of the beam (Kay and Swanson, 1996) . Kay and Swanson (1996) presented an analysis of how much error might occur if only flexural waves were considered in the presence of in-plane waves in beams. Craik and Thancanamootoo (1992) have investigated the effects of including in-plane waves in an SEA model of a building structure, and they have shown that the omission of in-plane waves would result in a large discrepancy in the prediction at remote parts of the structure, but close to the source the differences are small. Previous works suggested that the omission of in-plane waves yielded less discrepancy between theoretical estimation and experimental results in simple structures; however, especially at the higher-frequency range of complex structures, it was necessary to include the contributions of in-plane waves in structures (Lyon, 1986) .
Pure longitudinal waves, whose direction of particle displacement coincides with the direction of wave propagation, can occur in structures when the dimensions of the structures in all directions are much greater than a wavelength. This in-plane wave is however seldom encountered in practical engineering structures in frequencies of interest. In most cases, at least one of the physical dimensions of the structures is smaller than the in-plane wavelength. This gives rise to a quasi-longitudinal wave (Cremer and Heckl, 1988) .
Computation Methods
Numerical (or computational) vibration analysis methods, such as the FEM (Huebner et al., 1995) and SEA (Lyon, 1975) , could in principle be used for analyzing arbitrary complex structures. The FEM of analysis considers the continuous structures as a number of elements, connected to each other by the condition of compatibility and equilibrium. During the seeding operation of the FEM for determining mesh density or element size, it is necessary to maintain element size much smaller (typically 1/6) than the wavelength. Complex structures can thus be modeled as the aggregate of simpler structures. Noticeable limitations of the FEM are the large volume of work to define the finite element model and adequate computation power. It is also important to judge the results computed by the method. Since accurate modeling of every detail of structures is difficult or even impossible in practice, the FEM is inherently limited to analyzing the vibration at relatively low frequencies, where the number of mode shapes is lower due to the fact that at high frequencies it must require small meshes to describe the rapidly changing modes of the structures (Kim et al., 1994a) .
It is argued that at very high frequencies the vibration problem is analogous to a thermal problem in which the vibration energy density plays the role of temperature and damping acts as a heat sink. SEA is based on this idea and has the inherent advantages of reducing the order of governing differential equations in vibratory analysis. In SEA, a large structure is reduced into smaller subsystems which are coupled together. This analysis is ideally suited to the study of sound and vibration transmission through complex structures. However, it is unreliable at low frequencies due to the statistical uncertainties that occur when there are few resonant modes in each of the elements or subsystems (Steel and Craik, 1994) . At high frequencies, where the number of associated modes is high, this approach works well. One advantage of SEA is that it needs only physical parameters of the subsystems, such as damping coefficient, modal density, etc. (Kim et al., 1994b) . Generated by the interaction of dynamic stresses and vibration velocities for beams, plates, and shells (thin walled structures), SI can be found by the FEM using modal analysis (Gavric and Pavic, 1993) and straight beams and T-shaped beams using McPOW, a post-processor used in the FEM NASTRAN (Hambric and Taylor, 1994; Hambric, 1995) . Earlier, Hambric (1990) used the FEM to estimate the power flow in more complex structures, such as ribbed-panel and truss structures. In parallel, a modal analysis was used to estimate power flow in beams and plates (Gavric and Pavic, 1990) . The force, moment, and velocity terms were written in terms of modal expansion and SI was computed by the FEM. The accuracy of this method was very good for velocity and displacement but not for power flow (Alves and Arruda, 2001 ). This was due to strain, which was proportional to high-order spatial derivatives of displacement. A higher-order mode contribution using quasi-static solutions may solve this problem (Alves and Arruda, 2001 ). In the context of a gear-box top plate, Nejade and Singh (2002) carried out an analytical computation using the FEM to investigate the effects of uncorrelated noise, edge reflections, and damping on SI. In this work, in conjunction with the FEM, the novel ideas of spatial Fourier transform (SFT) and k-space low-pass filtering were used to evaluate the spatial derivatives of surface velocity. This technique replaced the traditional finite difference method used in SI.
On the other hand, SEA (Lyon, 1975; Langley et al., 1997) is also useful for complex systems. This method models the complex structures as a statistical set of subsystems or a mode group, and gives the average dynamic response (vibration energy level) of each system in time and space. This is done by considering energy flow equations between two connected subsystems, controlled by the difference of the subsystem's modal energies (Langley et al., 1997) . The power flow method would appear to be an extension of SEA (Belov et al., 1977; Nefske and Sung, 1987) for the spatial variation of energy, as it is taken into account in each subsystem as well as in the system as a whole. A second-order differential equation can thus be obtained, which is similar to the heat conduction equation. However, the power flow technique faces difficulties in representing the location of dynamic sources and establishing energy conditions clearly at the discontinuity (Lase et al., 1996) . As this method is widely used for a variety of complex structures, there is a debate over the theoretical validity of the method (Fahy, 1994; Langley, 1989; Wester and Mace, 1996) ; however, a detailed study in the context of the SEA method was carried out for stiffened panels (Langley et al., 1997) . This study was concerned with vibration transmission through a plate of evenly spaced parallel stiffeners. An accurate force response was estimated in comparison to those of conventional SEA and wave intensity methods. Other than SEA, the spatial energy distribution of structures can be studied by vibration conduction analysis (VCA; Nefske and Sung, 1989; Wholever and Bernhard, 1992; Boucher and Bernhard, 1992 Langley, 1991 Langley, , 1995 Kim et al., 1994c) and the ray tracing method (RTM; Chae and Ih, 2001 ) effectively.
Intensity Measurements in Building and Industrial Structures
Initial investigations of power flow have been undertaken mostly on straight beams and homogeneous isotropic plates, and sometimes directed to other structures such as curve structures (Meyer et al., 1988) , structures of arbitrary shapes (Pavic, 1985 (Pavic, , 1987 , and curved beams (Walsh and White, 1993) . It has been shown that the intensity in shells and curved structures is affected not only by flexural motions but also by extensional motions. Due to curvature effects, the coupling between these two types of motion must be taken into consideration for intensity calculations. This idea has been discussed in more detail previously. Zhang and Mann (1996) described the SI and force distribution in a ribbed plate and a plate with constrained layer damping patch, and the experimental data were obtained using a laser vibrometer. Rook and Singh (1996) extended the structureborne noise power flow problem into bearings in gear-boxlike structures with mobility analysis. This method is capable of handling non-ideal joints and vector path information. Moorhouse (1988a) used SI measurements to identify the dominant path of vibration power transmission to the floor from a centrifugal fan installation. Moorhouse (1988b) also presented other examples of power flow measurements of resiliently mounted machinery. Pavic (1985 Pavic ( , 1987 tested the feasibility of the structural surface intensity (SSI) approach, which is insensitive to the geometry of the structures during the measurements on an elevator drive mechanism. The system comprised an electric motor connected to the gearbox via a flexible coupling, and both were mounted rigidly on a rigid bed. The measurements were taken at eight locations on the bed under the motor using both strain gages and accelerometers as sensors. Sato and Honda (1988) adopted SI measurements to determine the transmission of vibration power through the piping system of an air conditioner under operating conditions. Both the longitudinal and flexural power flows were dealt with. The structural transmission loss of different elements, such as bends, loops, etc., used in air-conditioner piping, was determined.
In the case of beam-plate coupled structures for a low-frequency range, as stated before, the FEM is an essential tool to estimate SI and vibration responses. For high-frequency or broad-band, alternative approaches are sometimes necessary. Seo et al. (2003) demonstrated an innovative approach of power flow analysis, which is analogous to a steady-state heat flow model. In this analysis, two variables were stated: the primary response variable and the secondary response variable. The latter is a vibration intensity vector, which is proportional to gradient energy density. A similar analogy was previously used in one-dimensional structures (Ichchou et al., 1997) .
In the case of orthotropic plates, the SI method was used to formulate energy transmission models in technically orthotropic plates for in-plane waves (Mandal et al., 2000) , for flexural waves in general-field conditions (Mandal et al., 2003) , and far-field conditions (Mandal et al., 2002) . These methods were then applied to corrugated plates using the method of elastic equivalence (Troitskey, 1976) .
Theory
The vibration power flow approach is capable of measuring both input power in structures and power flowing through structures. For three-dimensional wave fields, the SI vector is defined as the power flowing through a unit area, which is situated perpendicular to the energy flux. Thus, intensity is considered as the power flow per unit area (W m -2 ). As it is practically impossible to access the interior of the bulk material, in the case of two-dimensional wave fields in plates, the idea of unit area is normalized to crosswise unit length. Therefore, the intensity in plates is conventionally given by the power flow per unit width of the plates. On the other hand, for one-dimensional wave fields in beams, no normalization is required and the power flow corresponds directly to the intensity (Linjama and Lahti, 1992a) .
Mechanical power is the rate at which work is done and is given by the relationship
where F(t) and v(t) are the instantaneous values of force and velocity at a point in the same direction. However, with a vibrating structure, time average net flow power is more important than the instantaneous value, so the net power is (2) where t and T are the time and observation time period, respectively. In the frequency domain, the complex vibration power (spectral density in W Hz where the asterisk denotes complex conjugate and f is frequency. This product, called complex power, has two components: active power and reactive power. The active power is generally the quantity of interest since it is associated with the energy flow. The order of conjugating of the signals only affects the sign of reactive power. The complex power P(f) can be estimated by the one-sided cross-spectral density function G vF (f) (Bandat and Piersol, 1986 ) of the signals. This one-sided cross-spectral density function can be expressed as (Linjama and Lahti, 1992a) (4) where denotes the ensemble average. The real part of the complex power corresponds to the time average net power, called active power, and is given by
The imaginary part of the complex power, called reactive power, is defined as the standing wave power per unit width or it can be described alternatively as that portion of the energy which resides in the stationary waves and is, essentially, stored within the medium. It can give operational modes of the structures.
The x component of S, P x (per unit width) can be formulated considering all the contributions of shear force, bending moment and twisting moment in time domain as (Pavic, 1976) The negative sign is chosen for the positive power flow in the positive x direction. The x component of intensity in time domain can thus be obtained by substituting the spatial values of shear force and moments for orthotropic plates as (Mandal et al., 2003) ( 6) where all definitions are presented in the Nomenclature. With a proper finite difference approximation model, the spatial and temporal derivatives of the SI equation (6) can be determined in the time domain. Further approximation can also be possible to obtain this intensity in a more simple form. The y component of the intensity equation could be achieved simply by interchanging letters x and y in the above equation. This general case SI equation for the frequency domain can be obtained as (Mandal et al., 2003) using the eight-point accelerometer measurement cell (Figure 2 ):
Far-field SI for isotropic plates in the frequency domain is as (Linjama and Lahti, 1992a) 
Error in Measurements
The existing method for SI in beams and plates using contact methods considers the finite difference technique to approximate spatial derivatives in shear force and moments relations (Pavic, 1976) . Consequently, finite difference errors may readily occur if sensor spacing is not sufficiently small compared to the flexural wavelength. The ratio of spacing to wavelength (d/ ) should be equal to or less than 0.2 (White, 1983; Linjama and Lahti, 1992a; Kay and Swanson, 1996) so as to keep finite difference errors to a minimum level. As such, it may never be possible to eliminate the finite difference error completely. A complete guideline for measurement of SI using contact sensors is available (White, 1983) .
Random errors, on the other hand, may be less if spacing is quite large compared to the wavelength and a larger number of averages are taken during data acquisition (Linjama and Lahti, 1992a) . As these errors result due to phase mismatch, it is necessary to make fully propagative waves and less reverberant fields in the structures. In a fully propagative wave situation, however, the phase mismatch of the sensors may exceed the true phase difference between two sensors due to structural vibration. This is because the actual phase difference can be very small when they are located very closely (so as to keep finite difference errors to a minimum) relative to a very large wavelength. Making a fully propagating wave environment, with no or little reverberation, is a challenging task. This can be achieved by providing strong end damping using sand or other damping materials to suppress reflections of waves from the edges of the plates. The magnitude of coherence between a field acceleration signal and an input force signal close to unity gives an idea of less reverberant fields (Linjama and Lahti, 1992a) . There are some useful references in the literature regarding errors in SI measurements (Shibata et al., 1994; Nakamura and Ueha, 1995; Pavic, 1995) .
Comparison of Methods and Discussion
In the previous sections, we have described vibration measurement methods and different intensity formulations. The relative merits and demerits of the measurement method are discussed in this section. In the case of the contact method, accelerometers are generally used to obtain velocity or acceleration of different points on the surface of the structures. On the basis of the assumptions made by Noiseux (1970) the nature of measurements by the transducer array is relatively simple. Good quantitative and qualitative results are generally obtained by this method (two-transducer method) even in presence of near-field effects (Linjama and Lahti, 1992a) . It can use a two-channel fast Fourier transform (FFT) analyzer, and the measurement errors are generally limited. Accelerometers are very reliable sensors and are relative easy to use.
In the classical vibration intensity method (contact method), higher-order spatial derivatives can be evaluated by the use of finite difference approximation (Pavic, 1976) . Eight measurement points were needed for complete intensity measurements. In the far-field environment, however, three measurement points only are sufficient to define two components of intensity at one location. The use of a contact accelerometer can obviously lead to potential problems due to their sensitivity in the direction perpendicular to the desire direction of motion. Due consideration must include the effect of weight and rotational inertia of accelerometers. It is necessary to match the amplitude and phase response of the accelerometers very closely (typically 0.1 o for sufficient accuracy; Romano and Williams, 1993) . Mismatch of phase will inevitable lead to measurement errors.
Two types of analysis in the contact method have been reported so far: the signal product averaging (direct) method in the time domain and cross-spectral analysis in the frequency
The use of a digital analyzer has encouraged signal processing in the frequency domain. The reliability of this method is good, owing to the nimble switching technique for eliminating instrumental phase mismatch. In addition to its flexibility, no special instrumentation development is necessary. However, in the case of practical field measurements, the use of a simple and portable power flow meter, based on the product averaging technique, may however be more suitable than a signal processing unit (Verheij, 1980) .
Measurable quantities, such as velocity or displacement, on the other hand, can be found either using NAH or using an optical method (laser). This is a probe interference free technique. In acoustic holography, the velocity of the vibrating surface can be reconstructed from the measurement of acoustic pressure in the plane very near to the vibrating surface. By using the spatial Fourier transform and processing in the wavenumber domain, it is possible to obtain the different spatial derivatives necessary for the calculation of SI without the use of finite difference approximation. The measurement requires only a simple probe, typically a hydrophone/microphone, which does not require accurate matching between sensors. This non-contact method, which can be used to obtain acoustic intensity from the same acoustic pressure measurement, is also applicable for single and multiple frequency measurements. However, it does have some inherent problems with evanescent wave and measuring velocity from in-plane motions. The optical measurement is also free from surface loading problems, and it helps to measure both in-plane and out-of-plane quantities, useful for SI. This method can be used to obtain SI for simple and complex structures.
Conclusions and Future Work
In this paper, we have presented the state of the art of the passive vibration power flow method in structures. This includes three different types of waves: flexural, in-plane, and torsional. Time-domain and frequency-domain analyses are thoroughly reviewed. The active vibration control method is not included in this paper; a separate paper is necessary to address all of its strategies, control methods, and instrumentation.
Contact methods incorporating accelerometers, strain gages, and non-contact methods with NAH and a laser vibrometer are illustrated. Emphasis is also given to numerical techniques. It is seen that most previous works on vibration power concern flexural wave power of beams and plates, because this type of wave contains most of the vibration energy. In the case of longitudinal waves, however, the displacement of a point takes place in the plane of the structures. Poisson's contraction plays a small role in producing out-of-plane disturbances, causing a little disturbance to the surroundings. As such, different analyses, experiments, instrumentation, etc., have been undertaken concerning bending waves, and less effort has so far been given to longitudinal waves. The detection of vibration response from the surface of the structures and limited access to the interior of the structures force the use of the SI technique in simple structures. As a result, a numerical method for computing vibration energy transmission in complex structures and thick members should be in demand in the future.
